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passion definition meaning dictionary com Mar 31 2024 a
person toward whom one feels strong love or sexual desire a
strong or extravagant fondness enthusiasm or desire for
anything a passion for music synonyms ardor zeal fervor the
object of such a fondness or desire accuracy became a passion
with him an outburst of strong emotion or feeling
passion definition meaning merriam webster Feb 28 2024 a 1
emotion his ruling passion is greed 2 passions plural the
emotions as distinguished from reason a study of the passions
b intense driving or overmastering feeling or conviction with
enough passion to make a great poet w b yeats
passion definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 29
2024 us ˈpæʃ ə n uk ˈpæʃ ə n add to word list b2 a very
powerful feeling for example of sexual attraction love hate
anger or other emotion football arouses a good deal of
passion among its fans at school his early interest in music
developed into an abiding passion politics and philosophy
were his lifelong passions
passion english meaning cambridge dictionary Dec 28 2023 uk
ˈpæʃ ə n us ˈpæʃ ə n add to word list b2 a very powerful
feeling for example of sexual attraction love hate anger or
other emotion football arouses a good deal of passion among
its fans at school his early interest in music developed into
an abiding passion politics and philosophy were his lifelong
passions
passion 101 psychology today Nov 26 2023 career passion 101
what is passion and are you sure you want it posted may 15
2017 what is passion everyone has an idea of what passion
means but when we start talking with others
passion definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 26
2023 definitions of passion noun a strong feeling or emotion
synonyms passionateness see more noun a feeling of strong
sexual desire see more noun the trait of being intensely
emotional synonyms heat warmth see more noun any object of
warm affection or devotion synonyms love see more noun
something that is desired intensely
passion noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep
24 2023 countable a very strong feeling of liking something a
hobby an activity etc that you like very much music is his
true passion passion for something she left her job to pursue
her lifelong passion for painting passion for doing something
he was a quiet man with a passion for writing poetry they
shared a passion for italian food
passion noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug
24 2023 noun ˈpæʃn countable uncountable a very strong
feeling of love hatred anger enthusiasm etc he s a man of
violent passions a crime of passion she argued her case with
considerable passion passions were running high people were
angry and emotional at the meeting definitions on the go
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passion definition examples projects the berkeley well Jul 23
2023 what is passion a definition passions are strong
preferences likings or interests in activities objects or
ideas vallerand 2010 importantly passions usually have a
strong emotional component if you are interested in something
but do not feel strongly about it whether good or bad then
you are probably not passionate about it
passion definition of passion by merriam webster Jun 21 2023
a strong sexual or romantic feeling for someone full
definition of passion 1 often capitalizeda the sufferings of
christ between the night of the last supper and his death b
an oratorio based on a gospel narrative of the passion 2
obsolete suffering 3 the state or capacity of being acted on
by external agents or forces 4
passion definition of passion by the free dictionary May 21
2023 1 a strong or powerful emotion a crime of passion b a
powerful emotion such as anger or joy a spirit governed by
intense passions 2 a a state of strong sexual desire or love
his desire flared into a passion he could no longer check
barbara taylor bradford b the object of such desire or love
she became his passion 3 a
passion definition in american english collins english Apr 19
2023 1 uncountable noun also n in pl passion is strong sexual
feelings toward someone my passion for a dark haired slender
boy named josh the expression of love and passion 2
uncountable noun also n in pl passion is a very strong
feeling about something or a strong belief in something he
spoke with great passion 3 countable noun
passion synonyms 243 similar and opposite words merriam Mar
19 2023 noun definition of passion 1 as in love a feeling of
strong or constant regard for and dedication to someone
married at the age of 18 they share a passion that has lasted
for over half a century synonyms similar words relevance love
affection devotion enthusiasm respect fondness desire longing
attachment appreciation
passion definition meaning britannica dictionary Feb 15 2023
a a strong feeling of enthusiasm or excitement for something
or about doing something count everyone could see the passion
in his approach to the work a controversy that has stirred
passions in congress noncount her performance is full of
passion and originality she spoke with passion about
preserving the building
passion emotion wikipedia Jan 17 2023 passion greek πάσχω to
suffer to be acted on and late latin chiefly christian passio
passion suffering denotes strong and intractable or barely
controllable emotion or inclination with respect to a
particular person or thing passion can range from eager
interest in or admiration for an idea proposal or cause to
enthusiastic
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the power of passion psychology today Dec 16 2022 the answer
is simple passion why is passion such a powerful motivator
here are a few thoughts on the subject from professionals
from various walks of life who have found it and want to help
21 things to be passionate about examples for your life Nov
14 2022 october 1 2023 by barrie davenport have you ever
wondered what am i passionate about have you been struggling
to figure out a career or hobby that lights your fire but
just can t find it as frustrating as it is to search and
search and not find your passion it undermines your efforts
to delay happiness until you discover it
what is passion and what it means to have passion lifehack
Oct 14 2022 passion is an emotion to be acted upon without
action passion yields no worthwhile results when you have
passion for something you love it even when you hate it so
how do you define passion how do you recognize your passion
and how do you put it to good use how do you define passion
70 examples of passions you can pursue in your life Sep 12
2022 a passion is a value that holds significant meaning to
you or an activity that you enjoy doing when you practice
your passions you might feel content and relaxed as a
professional pursuing your passions as a career can bring you
greater fulfillment in the contributions you make in the
workplace
grit the power of passion and perseverance ted Aug 12 2022
grit the power of passion and perseverance 32 530 788 views
angela lee duckworth ted talks education april 2013 read
transcript watch next leaving a high flying job in consulting
angela lee duckworth took a job teaching math to seventh
graders in a new york public school
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